POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT – INSTRUCTOR – SWIFT APP DEVELOPMENT

Job Title:
Instructor – Swift App Development

Location:
San Francisco Bay Area, CA

Job Summary:
The University of California, Berkeley, is one of the world’s most iconic teaching and research institutions. Since 1868, Berkeley has fueled a perpetual renaissance, generating unparalleled intellectual, economic and social value in California, the United States and the world. Berkeley’s culture of openness, freedom and acceptance—academic and artistic, political and cultural—make it a very special place for students, faculty and staff.

Berkeley is committed to hiring and developing staff who want to work in a high performing culture that supports the outstanding work of our faculty and students. In deciding whether to apply for a staff position at Berkeley, candidates are strongly encouraged to consider the alignment of the Berkeley Workplace Culture with their potential for success at UC Berkeley Jobs Website.

UC Berkeley Extension, the professional and continuing education division of the University of California, Berkeley, is accepting applications for classroom and online instructors for courses in Swift App Development. UC Berkeley Extension’s programs and courses in Technology and Engineering provide the innovative training students need to thrive in today’s dynamic market. Teach for UC Berkeley Extension’s Technology and Engineering department and enjoy the rewards that come with sharing your expertise with our highly-motivated students.

Responsibilities and Duties:
We are currently seeking classroom and online instructors with expertise in the following areas:

- Swift, Objective-C, C++, Java or another object-oriented programming language (Swift preferred)
- iOS and macOS (watchOS a plus)
- UI/UX
- Web and Mobile development
- Prototyping and project planning
- GitHub

The length of employment is by agreement and based upon the course section schedule. Courses are offered in Berkeley, San Francisco and online.

Qualifications and Skills:

- Bachelor’s degree in a related field of study required (Master’s degree preferred).
- Three or more years of professional experience in Swift App Development required.
- Prior teaching experience preferred.

To Apply:
Submit cover letter and resume or CV to extension-jobs@berkeley.edu.

All letters will be treated as confidential per University of California policy and California state law. Please refer potential referees, including when letters are provided via a third party (i.e., dossier service or career center), to the UC Berkeley statement of confidentiality (http://apo.berkeley.edu/evalltr.html) prior to submitting their letters.

About Us:
UC Berkeley Extension, the professional and continuing education division of the University of California, Berkeley, has been building bridges between UC Berkeley and the public since 1891. As a self-supporting unit, Extension brings the research, scholarship and mission of UC Berkeley to regional, national and global audiences. Through flexible scheduling, competitive pricing, and innovative online delivery, UC Berkeley Extension serves the professional and continuing education goals of thousands of U.S. and international students each year. For more information about UC Berkeley Extension, please visit: extension.berkeley.edu

The Campus Community:
The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age or protected veteran status. For the complete University of California nondiscrimination and affirmative action policy see: http://policy.ucop.edu/doc/4000376/NondiscrimAffirmAct.